To:
'Bob.Taylor@rtib.co.uk'[Bob.Taylor@rtib.co.ukj
From:
Shawn Treu
Thur 6/25/2009 1:49:25 PM
Sent:
Importance:
Normal
Subject: Re: Artist Insurance

Received, l've understood this for some time now.

----Original Message
From: Bob Taylor <Bob.Taylor@rtib.co.uk>
To: Bob Taylor <Bob.Taylor@rtib.co.uk>; Paul Gongaware
CC: Shawn Trell; Timm Woolley (E-mail) <timmwoolley@earthlink.net>; DR Conrad Murray
<dr.murray.gca©sbcglobal.net>; Randy Phillips
Sent: Thu Jun 25 01:54:00 2009
Subject: RE: Artist Insurance
Paul I Shawn. Please confirm receipt. The consultation in London is critical they will not agree the
house. The doctor is holding the afternoon of the 6th July open at Harley St. but keep in mind the visit
could take 2 hours plus. Thanks. Bob<T
Original Message
From: Bob Taylor
Sent: 24 June 2009 20:32
To: 'Paul Gongaware'
Cc: Shawn Trell (E-mail 2); Timm Woolley (E-mail); DR Conrad Murray; Randy Phillips
Subject: RE: Artist Insurance

Paul. They will not accept that. They are insisting that this be done in Harley St ( a 50 min drive
at that time of day). The equipment is all installed in a specialist suite and is readily available for use.
The doctor is however available through the afternoon so if 1400 hrs is a bit early we can go later but it
will have to be London. The suite has a private access area and they would be awaiting his arrival.
There is a good spin on this in that if he sails through the tests we can put an end to the press
garbage once and for all.

I await hearing from Dr Murray. Bob<T
Original Message
From: Paul Gongaware [mailto: paul©concertswest.com]
Sent: 24 June 2009 19:08
To: Bob Taylor
Cc: Shawn Trell (E-mail 2); Timm Woolley (E-mail); DR Conrad Murray; Randy Phillips
Subject: Re: Artist Insurance
Bob,

Dr Murray copied here. We need to do this at MJ's house. Dr Murray can comment on
the availability of the records.
Paul G

On Jun 24, 2009, at 10:37 AM, Bob Taylor wrote:
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24th June 2009

Gentlemen,

Please review the following e-mail trail. Justin Burns is the Senior
Underwriter at Cathedral Capital, the Lloyd's Syndicate that leads this insurance policy. Ian
France is the Senior Broking Director and one of the founders of Robertson Taylor Insurance
Brokers Limited.
We first became aware of these medical stipulations on Monday 22nd
June in the afternoon, following which we have had several protracted discussions with insurers
in attempts to alleviate or amend their requirements. Insurers have, however, refused to move on
this as having consulted with the doctor, and given the huge amount of speculation in the media
regarding the artist's health, they feel that if they are to consider providing illness cover on this
particular artist, they must have a very thorough medical report.
The insurer registers his major concerns in the
second of the 2 e-mail letters in that he feels that insufficient information has been forthcoming.
This includes the last 5 year medical detail and the absence of comment on possible press
speculation as to the artist's health, especially the media articles about skin cancer.
With the medical scheduled for PM on the 6th
July we must act quickly to ensure that we are able to comply with these requirements
They can be summarised as below.

MJ will need to attend the doctor at a secure location in Harley Street
in London.

MJ will need to agree to actively allow and assist with the various
tests.

We have been informed that the doctor would like to examine MJ
alone, and with no other party (even Dr Murray) present in the examination room.
MJ will have to set aside sufficient time for the examinations - it could
take in excess of 2 hours to complete this consultation.
We must locate and supply the 5 year medical record as a top priority.
The insurers have been
firm from the very beginning of the coverage that they will only give illness cover after completion
of a further medical and also a review of MJ during a rehearsal. We have made numerous efforts
to remove these stipulations.

As regards to item 5 I understand that Dr Murray.
is to contact me shortly in order that I can guide him on what is needed.

Shawn asked recently if there is any possibility of Term or disability
insurance. At this moment we have been unable to secure any interest for the Term Life aspect,
but needless to say with the medical information that could change. We are still working on a
permanent disability quotation.
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I am available on my mobile telephone (01144 7778 666 022) aH evening
for further discussion.

Best Regards

Bob Taylor

-----Original Message
From: lan France
Sent: 24 June 2009 16:38
To: Bob Taylor
Cc: John Silcock
Subject: Mark Jones
Importance: High
Dear Bob,

refer to our various conversations and in
particular the ongoing medical requirements by Underwriters and can confirm that after numerous
conversations with the Underwriters in question, despite our representations the Underwriters will
require the medical examination to be conducted as stated in the emails below. I have
specifically asked whether Doctor Murray can be present at the examination and have been
advised that whilst the Underwriters have no specific objection to that being the case the
examining Doctor (Dr. Ettlinger) has stated that he is not willing to conduct the examination on
that basis.
If the examination together with the Artist's full
medical report is not concluded in the method prescribed there will be absolutely no possibility of
any illness cover being provided.
The time line for the availability of the Doctor is
running out as he has to reschedule his afternoon appointments for the afternoon of the 6th in
order to facilitate the examination.
I also confirm that I have advised the lead
underwriter that you will be dealing direct with Dr. Murray to obtain the details of the five year
medical history, and he is happy for you to do so.
Best regards
Ian France

From: Burns, Justin [mailto:Justin.Burns@CathedralCapital.com]
Sent: 24 June 2009 08:14
To: Ian France
Cc: Danny Burns; Todd, Jane; Spicer, Katie
Subject: Mark Jones
Importance: High
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Dear Ian

As discussed yesterday there are several
reasons why we need the depth of medical being required and at the location specified.
Firstly and most importantly Dr Ettlinger advised what is being
proposed is no different than would be considered the norm' when carrying out a full medical on
a 50 year old individual. Let alone one who is about to embark on a major tour.
Dr Ettlinger further advised it would be impossible to carry out a
satisfactory medical at the artists home due to the unavailability of essential medical equipment
there.

Despite many requests the 5 year medical history still has not
been provided

Despite many requests the artists fitness programme (5/6 hours a
day) has not been provided

The whole media circus has also ensured a very negative edge to
the situation. As you know there have been several occasions we have asked the assured to
confirm or deny press speculation, always with no response.
There have been several high profile medical issues over the
years, either confirmed by the act, his management or in a court of law - none of which appear
on the medical originafly submitted for our consideration
Given all of the above, the high profile nature of
the risk and the relentless questions and clarifications of the situation we are having to provide to
our own management, I am sure you accept anything less would not be considered prudent and
arguably negligent on are part.
With regard to the other specialists involved, we
will be more than happy to provide full details of who they are. However until such time as we
have a confirmed time that the artist will be available to attend the medical it will be impossible to
confirm who is available.
Kind regards
Justin

From: Burns, Justin [mai!to:Justin.Burns@CathedralCapital.com]
Sent: 22 June 2009 15:27
To: lan France
Cc: Danny Burns (danny.bums@talbotuw.com)
Subject: M ar k Jones
Importance: High
Ian

Further to our discussions, wide of the basic

examination and bloods etc
The specialist examinations are required in
order to fully assess the medical risks of the performer whom you areinsuring.
Clearly his performance is very physical and we
would want an expert musculoskeletal orthopaedic surgeon to advise on his ability after so many
years without being on stage to perform , the person who would be involved is the most expert
orthopaedic surgeon in UK and advised many high performance athletes.
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In regard to his cardio and respiratory capacity
the cpx measures heart lungs oxygen etc and he would be wired up so that this can be
performed with ecg leads and a mouth piece
Further at this time the 2 specialists required for
these tests are currently only available on the Monday afternoon, if the medical is to be any other
time please advise URGENTLY
Trust this helps
Kind regards
Justin

This email is confidential and intended solely for
the use of the individual to whom it is addressed. Any views or opinions presented are solely
those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of Cathedral Capital Limited or any of
its group companies/managed syndicates. If you are not the intended recipient, be advised that
you have received this email in error and that any use, dissemination, forwarding, printing, or
copying of this email is strictly prohibited. If you have received this email in error, please contact
the sender.
Of the companies within the Cathedral Group, Cathedral Underwriting
Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority.
Cathedral Capital Limited (5958018 England)
Cathedral Capital Holdings Limited (03372107 England)
Cathedral Underwriting Limited (0292093 England)
Cathedral Capital Management Limited (3555725 England)
Cathedral Capital (1998) Limited (3402448 England)
Cathedral Capital (2000) Limited (4039209 England)
Cathedral Capital Services Limited (4016339 England)
Cathedral Capital (Investments) Limited (5958038 England)
Registered Offices:
5th Floor, Fifzwilliam I-louse
lo St Mary Axe
London EC3A BEN
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